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Imagining 18 begins with convocation tomorrow and Saturday
photo | Sam Beckmann

Vice President of Advancement John Rick, Assistant Director of Advancement Ben DuMont, and senior Adam Lux
review the slide show for Imagining 18 at Switch, the company helping brand and organize for Imagining 18.
BY Adam Thorp
EDITOR IN CHIEF

A

round 130 alumni, faculty,
and friends of the school will
be drawn to St. Louis U. High tomorrow and the day after to begin the ambitious Imagining 18

process, a year-long inspection of
what SLUH ought to look like as
it turns 200 years old, five years
from now.
People will be travelling to
the opening Convocation from
around the United States and

from as far away as Hong Kong;
about 15 members who can not
attend in person will attend digitally, participating in the meeting
through gotomeeting.com from
as far away as California and Florida.

According Vice President of
Advancement John Rick, alumni
from every decade from the 1940s
onwards will be present at the
meeting, though most will have
graduated in the 1970s or 1980s.
“All (of the attendees) defined in very different ways by
very different criteria clearly, but
all are very successful at whatever
it is they do,” said Rick.
Members of the group from
out of town will be put up at the
Chase Park Plaza for one or two
nights, with shuttles running
from the hotel to SLUH at the
beginning and end of each day’s
work.
Along with the day’s worth
of other events, they have come
into town to participate in the
first meeting of their “visioning
group” (for a brief profile of each
of the six visioning groups, see
last week’s Prep News). This meeting will serve to lay the groundwork for the rest of the year.
Assistant Director of Advancement Ben DuMont said the
groups would begin with faculty
members (including the faculty
co-chair on each group) discussing where SLUH is currently regarding their respective group’s

topic. Groups will also introduce
themselves to each other and
some of the outside experts who
will work with each group. At this
initial meeting, Rick expected the
groups would set agendas and request any research they wanted
on their topic before setting down
to work at the next session on
Nov. 4.
According to Rick, the level
of preparation ahead of time is
mostly the work of the co-chairs,
some of whom have posted documents for their groups on a section of the SLUH website cordoned off for members of the
visioning groups.
Two outside experts will address the entire group: Dr. Michael Thompson Friday night
and Joseph O’Keefe, S.J., Saturday
morning.
Thompson is a psychologist
and consultant who has written
several books focusing on the
development of young males, including the best-selling Raising
Cain—Protecting the Emotional
Life of Boys.
O’Keefe is a Jesuit on the faculty of Boston College with an excontinued on page 4

Krausz writes prayer psalm Rebranding website clears up do’s and don’ts
Leo Heinz and Keith
which contains several different en our brand,” said Schmelter.
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Krausz, at the piano, leads an orchestra of students.
BY Kevin
REPORTER

S

Thomas

enior Sam Krausz is putting
his musical talents to work in
many ways, including composing
a closing song for Imagining 18
with the help of Student Council
Pastoral Representative and fel-

low senior Matt Whalen.
“The idea behind it was, instead of just getting a Jesuit to get
up and say a couple of words as a
prayer, they wanted a song,” said
Krausz. “It’s like a Benediction for
the congregation to be sent forth.”
continued on page 4
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Also included is information about the various typefaces
and color palette. Four fonts are
outlined for use in different situations. For example, the new hallmark font is Geared Slab. The
website asks for it to be used in
headlines and subheadlines only.
Links are provided to download
and purchase the fonts.
The color palette identifies
the five colors of SLUH: SLUH
navy, SLUH blue, dark gray, light
gray, and warm gray. Schmelter
hopes that this will help athletic
coaches in purchasing the correct
color of uniforms and various apparel.
According to the site, “As
SLUH’s brand is an experience, it
is incumbent upon all members
of the SLUH community that the
visual graphics and logos representing the school maintain the
highest integrity in all varieties of
usage.”
“The hope is that we strength-
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website has been created to
help centralize various forms
of St. Louis U. High’s redesigned
logos. The website, which can be
reached at branding.sluh.org, is
part of the rebranding of SLUH
that has been underway for several months now.
Director of Admissions and
Communications Anja Schmelter, who oversaw much of the rebranding process, was responsible
for putting the website together.
Paradigm Media designed the site
itself, as well as the new logos and
rebranded look.
Schmelter presented the
website and how it works to the
faculty at a Sept. 30 in-service
day. Schmelter said that all faculty
members now have the login information to access the new logos.
The website provides a wide
array of new SLUH logos within
their preset guidelines. Logos
can be downloaded into a folder

MSHAA Rules
Some of MSHSAA’s rules serve obvious
purposes, while others are left to the imagination. Page 4

opinion

Imagining 18 Diversity
Will the Imagining 18 initiative draw
members from all perspectives of SLUH?
Page 3

is to have more consistency of the
brand elements, visually.”
Schmelter hopes that the site
can aid the adaptation of the new
logos, fonts, and colors by clubs,
sporting teams, and other groups
over time.
For those interested in gaining access to the site, Schmelter
recommends contacting a teacher
or moderator to provide the login
information.
logo | branding.sluh.org

One of the acceptable logos featured
on SLUH’s new branding website,
designed by Paradigm Media.

Sports

Swimbills make a splash
Despite an absence of seniors, the Swimbills manage to stay afloat. Page 7
Sports

Lock n’ Load
The Rifle Club sets its sights on attracting
new members, aims to change the school’s
perception about the club and team. Page
6
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Tracks that run past the high-school lot
BY Noah
REPORTER
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Weber

The Senior Pastoral Team
met on Monday during Activity
Period and Tuesday during lunch.
On Monday, the prayer and publicity committees focused mainly
on the school-wide Drive for the
Homeless, a clothing drive that
will collect coats and blankets
which will last from Friday, October 25, through Friday, November
1. On Tuesday, these committees
brainstormed design ideas for flyers and trailer ideas to the entire
Senior Pastoral Team, consisting
of nineteen members. They also
discussed the All Saints Day Mass,
occurring on November 1st.

What are these mysterious footprints by the St. Louis statue? Read on...

text did, but there isn’t any way to
determine breed or anything. The
only point of interest in the tracks
was their existence. No backstory,
no explanation.
Figuring he’s been around
here longer than any of us and
might have something interesting
to say, I asked Fine Arts teacher
Joe Schulte to offer his theory on
the prints’ origin.
“Dog prints?” he said when I
told him Kuensting’s conclusion.
“Yeah, the Jesuits on campus used
to have these big border collies.
There used to be a dog run over

there (by the J Wing).”
And then I imagined not
coyotes prowling in the night, but
a bright day in spring with two
people playing frisbee accompanied now by one of the offending
dogs.
How fitting that in the end
those paws in the ground were
not the dark symbols I immediately thought of in hopes of a
more thrilling newspaper article,
but instead a reminder of what
this place was for those Jesuits
and their dogs, and still is for
many of us: home.

The oddities of MSHSAA
Bizarre rules include balloon limitations,
pyramid deconstruction
BY Adam Thorp
EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

he Missouri State High
School Activities Association (MSHSAA) is a huge organization, covering a broad range
from popular sports like football
and basketball to, as of this year,
bass fishing and bowling. Amidst
the huge mass of MSHSAA rules
and regulations, there are a few
bizarre twists and snarls.
English teacher Chuck Hussung brought this knot to my attention after his attention was
piqued by a lunchtime conversation with cross country and track
coach Joe Porter. Porter’s new role
as the representative to the MSHSAA cross country rules committee for the St. Louis District
has brought some of MSHSAA’s
stranger rules to the front of his
mind.
Porter told me that as a coach,
he had encountered these rules in
the wild. According to Porter, one
parent’s question about whether
a trumpet could be played along
the sides of a cross country course
sent him to the rule book (the answer, as of this year, appears to be
yes). And now defunct rules on

Minutes
The Outdoor Adventure
Club met on Monday during Activity Period to discuss mountain
biking techniques and watch a
DVD with professional cyclists
performing various techniques to
further explain them.

W

hen I first saw the animal
tracks in the concrete by
the statue of St. Louis—the way
they seemed to disappear and reappear and disappear ultimately
at the base of a tree—I hoped for
them to be the markings of some
strange creature. I imagined a raccoon digging through trash and
dragging his findings to higher
ground. I thought of how, though
I’d heard of the stereotype of cats
getting caught in trees, I’d never
actually seen it happen, and imagined a frightened feline scurrying
up the young bark, behind the
back of the old St. Ignatius. More
adventurous corners of my mind
pictured small coyotes or wolves
sneaking through campus late in
the night, the cement fillings on
the ground still fresh enough to
leave little souvenirs of their paws
as they made their way around
the upper field. I liked imagining
my school’s neighborhood being
so exciting, so exotic.
Then I pointed them out to
some people, and we decided to
send a picture of the tracks to former biology teacher Steve Kuensting. His response was in a text,
and was wholly underwhelming.
“They’re dog prints,” he said.
Dog prints.
The story was different now.
Gone was the mischief of the raccoon, the mystery of the coyote,
the fear of the cat. Some teacher
had his or her dog at school. Some
teacher realized the concrete was
wet. Some teacher picked up the
dog, and the footprints stopped.
I was disappointed. And I
didn’t want an article that just
said the same thing Kuensting’s
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uniforms forced him to consider
the color of the seams on some of
his uniforms.
Secure in the knowledge that
there were bizarre statutes to be
found, I foolishly dove into the
MSHSAA rules, not aware that
the 2013-2014 rulebook alone,
discounting the manuals for different sports and activities, is 152
pages long. Here’s what I managed
to pull out.
One treasure trove was a
section called Board Policy on
Fan/Spectator Items, which appears on p. 116 of the MSHSAA
manual and addresses the above
mentioned trumpet problem. The
policy lists what spectators at each
sports event are allowed to use to
support their team.
Some of these rules seem
to have a hidden logic behind
them—balloons, for instance,
are banned at all indoor sports,
presumably in order to keep sad,
withering balloons out of the
rafters—but others defy explanation. Why are shirts required on
spectators at softball events, but
not at baseball? Why does every
sport ban live animals as spectator support in the stands, except
for tennis? Aren’t tennis balls the

most likely to send animal spectators scrambling across the floor?
A search through some of
the individual sports and activities manuals showed how an apparent concern for safety could
produce absurdities. Missouri law
requires some notification of concussion safety in MSHSAA rules,
according to Porter. Which makes
sense in pretty much any sport—
as Porter noted, someone can get
a concussion by falling into a tree
or through a series of small blows.
But the MSHSAA manual
specifically created for Scholar
Bowl also includes a manual covering concussion identification
and treatment. Irritability and
nausea/vomiting are some of the
symptoms a concerned Scholar
Bowl coach should look for if he
suspects a concussion.
Scholar bowl moderator
Frank Corley was aware of this
addendum, and joked that he’d
found it useful when a frustrated
team member hit himself in his
head upon making a mistake.
I will close this note with a
wise caution from the 2013-2014
manual for spirit teams: “pyramids should be dismantled from
the top to bottom.”

Philosophical Debates Club
met Wednesday to talk about the
role of government in modernday society, basing the discussion off of a news article. The club
agreed that government should
support the basic health necessities of the people.
Students for Life met on
Wednesday to continue planning the October 23rd Day for
Life. The Lifebills are planning
to have Eucharistic Adoration
throughout the day as well as
special reflections during either
activity period or the lunch periods. Members talked about handing out “pro-life fortune cookies”
during homeroom. They would

include a prayer about life issues
as well as a piece of candy, possibly a Lifesaver. The trip to the Pro
Life March in Washington, D.C.
was also discussed briefly.
The Association for Cultural Enrichment at SLUH (ACES)
met this week to talk about a possible discussion with the Philosophical Issues Club. The discussion would be about gender and
sexism at SLUH, though neither
of the clubs are sure when the discussion will take place. ACES also
talked about Big Brother Night,
which will be held on October 26,
and another event on November
19 in which students will watch a
film called “Jim Crow to Barack
Obama.” They then talked about
the prayer service they will be
running in February, along with
a possible ACES mixer, and a retreat which will take place on the
first two days of April.
The teachers and students in
charge of the Senior Follies met
this week to discuss plans for the
Senior Follies. The Follies, which
are next April, is a series of skits
put on by the seniors, that pokes
a little bit of fun at different teachers and staff. Over thirty people
showed up to discuss different
skits they could do and to brainstorm ideas.
Reporting contributed by Leo
Heinz, Sam Chechik, and Matt
Godar

illustration | Paul Fister
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Editorial
For true rebranding, leave Nike behind
When Jim Keady came
to SLUH last year, he brought
sweatshop labor to the attention
of many members of the SLUH
community for the first time. He
showed many of us how companies like Nike were drastically
underpaying their employees,
disposing of waste in an environmentally devastating manner, and
imposing sickening rules on their
workers, like forcing women to
prove that they are menstruating
in order for them to be given their
legally guaranteed leave.
So it is a bit disturbing to
see St. Louis U. High’s name on
clothing that was made by Nike
and companies like it that so frequently use many of the same
unjust policies. Here at SLUH,
we champion our Jesuit identity,

as we ought to. The Jesuits have a
rich history and have been known
for their logical approach to morality and their commitment to
social justice.
SLUH’s mission statement
says that we are “dedicated to
building Christ’s kingdom of
truth, justice, love, and peace.” So,
our decision of whether or not
we, as a Catholic Jesuit school,
should do something to stop Nike
and the other companies like it
comes down to the simple question: do we believe that what they
are doing is just? Are we helping
to build God’s kingdom on Earth
by supporting them?
After seeing Keady’s presentation, there are not many people left in the student body who
wouldn’t have some sort of objec-

tion to the ways in which Keady
showed that Nike was disrespecting the rights of its employees.
So when our teams start buying new uniforms as part of our
recent rebranding—a process
which officially began well after
Keady made his presentation—
the hope is that they will choose
suppliers that have respect for all
the people that work for them.
If we’re going to be rebranding
ourselves this year, it won’t really be any more difficult to order
fair trade products in the place of
products made by Nike. Although
it may mean our jerseys will look
a little less cool, we can better represent our Jesuit ideals of social
justice by avoiding companies like
Nike. The truest form of rebranding may be unbranding: leaving
Nike behind.

Cartoons do not necessarily represent the opinion of the Prep News or of St. Louis U. High.

Editorial
Imagining 18 Oversight
Committee selections
needs diverse perspectives
The Imagining 18 process,
which starts tomorrow, aims to
define how St. Louis U. High will
enter its third century, just five
years from now. Because Imagining 18 has this exciting potential
to transform this school, it is vital
that the people running the project, the Oversight Committee, are
able to provide a diverse set of
perspectives on where SLUH is
now—and where it ought to be in
the future. It is because of this that
John Rick, SLUH’s Vice-President
of Advancement, emphasized that
the group is a “patchwork quilt”
from different “walks of life.”
Diversity provides us with
all sorts of different perspectives,
opinions, and ideas which can
shape us for the better. How can
we plan for the school’s future if
we’re not thinking with broad
perspectives?
On this issue, we have some
concerns. Of the 17 members of
the committee, all are white and
only one is female. In terms of life
experiences, all but three nonfaculty members of the group
are current or former partners or
corporate officers at prestigious
firms and fully half work or once
worked in finance. Rick did indicate that all the Imagining groups
together, with more than 130 people, will be more diverse.
A group of people do not
need to look different to have different perspectives to add. One
member, for example, is currently based out of Hong Kong and
speaks Arabic, which makes him
a valuable addition to the Global
Education group of which he is
the co-chair. Another member is
an “education entrepreneur” and
has been a leader in charter school
education. Yet another member
is a 2011 Advanced Leadership
Fellow at Harvard. Clearly, these
people are not duplicates of each
other.
So the homogeneity of this

group need not necessarily set off
alarms. But it is a cause for concern for two reasons.
First, though a group’s apparent homogeneity does not always
produce limited perspectives, it
makes it more of a threat. A successful person in a field other
than business, for example might
be better able to communicate the
implications of an increasing tuition. These successful businessmen on the Committee might
not see (or feel) the price tag of
$14,000 (and rising) the same way
that a person who receives full financial aid does.
The similarity of the different members of the group is
also a concern because of what
it says about SLUH. Unless we
are thoughtful and careful when
looking for input, we are likely to
produce groups of well-off white
males that reflect neither SLUH
nor the world it lives in. Imagining 18 is a long, complicated
process, and there will be plenty
more chances to include broader
groups of people. SLUH needs to
take advantage of these opportunities.

Editors of PN 78
Adam Thorp
Stephen Lumetta
Jacob Hilmes
Will Smith
Danny Schneller

Excerpt from Prep News editorial policy: “A Prep News editorial is the opinion of all five editors
on a particular topic.”
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Coming back for seconds: hockey team hungry to repeat
BY Jack Godar
CORE STAFF

C

hampionships are like Oreos.
One is never enough. With
that in mind, the St. Louis U.
High hockey team will mount its
defense of the Challenge Cup this
year, after winning it for the first
time in the program’s 42-year history last year. The Hockeybills are
determined to repeat, hoping to
taste once more the sweet nectar
of victory in the Scottrade Center.
“Everybody’s focused, especially the seven seniors we have
on the team,” said senior defenseman Jack Kinzel. “We all enjoyed
last year, so we definitely want to
get back and we want to show the
young kids winning is fun and
how to keep doing it.”
Coach Kevin Fitzpatrick said
that defending the Challenge Cup
brings added pressure.
“It’s always difficult to repeat,
but we expect to go to the championship game year in and year
out,” said Fitzpatrick.
Though the team lost many
key seniors, namely Chase Berger and his 36 points, Fitzpatrick
has a variety of weapons at his
disposal, including a first line
more explosive than a U.S.S.R.
nuclear silo consisting of seniors
Christian Hoffmeister and Liam

Fitzgerald and sophomore Patrick
Pence. Hoffmeister was the leading point-getter of all the returning players, finishing third on last
year’s team with 29 points.
Senior forward Nick Thomas
said the team needs Hoffmeister
to take the lead on putting the
biscuit in the basket in order for
the team to be successful.
“He’s going to need to be the
goal scorer if we’re going to win
games,” said Thomas.
The defense this year is just
as strong, if not stronger than
last year. Senior Stan Pawlow and
sophomore Steve Lockwood lead
the blueliners and senior Brenden
Haselhorst and sophomore Joe
Warnecke will tend goal.
Fitzpatrick said that as opposed to last year’s free-wheeling
team, this year’s team will have
more of a defensive focus.
“This year we’ll be more disciplined offensively because we
don’t have as much skill up front,”
Fitzpatrick said. “We’re going to
be more defensively oriented.”
The seniors are excited to
finally have the chance to lead,
and are wholeheartedly throwing
themselves to the task.
“You have to set an example,
either skating really hard in a drill
or listening to coach,” Kinzel said.

Krausz writes song with
help from Whalen

(continued from page 1)

Krausz was assigned the task of
writing the song by Vice President of Advancement John Rick.
“I’d had the tune in mind
since about two days after (Rick)
asked me to do it,” said Krausz. “I
just kind of played stuff and then
I liked it.”
According to Krausz, the
song is happy, though it is gentle
and easy to sing along to. The
tune builds throughout, and is
much like a psalm. The words to
the refrain are, “And we dedicate
our thoughts, words, and actions
to the greater glory of God.”
“The way it’s structured is
that the first half of each verse is

thanking God for what we have,”
said Krausz. “And the second part
is asking him to keep helping us.
It kind of goes from being more
broad to kind of narrow at the end
of the six verses.”
Krausz composed all of the
music, though Whalen helped
him with writing the six verses.
“I just figured Whalen would be
a good guy to help me write the
verses with him being a pastoral
leader and all,” said Krausz. “So I
asked him if he’d help me out and
he did and I think it came out to
be pretty beautiful.”
The song will be performed
by the varsity chorus at the end
of the Imagining 18 meeting on
Friday.

photo | Ben Banet

Then-juniors Liam Fitzgerald and Stan Pawlow kiss the St. Louis Blues High School Challenge Cup trophy.

“It’s different, but I like it. It’s fun.”
As leaders, the seniors shape
the team’s identity, and they know
what type of team they want to be.
“I want teams to be afraid,”
said Thomas. “I want them to be
intimidated.”
“I want us to be known as a
team that’s going to grind. We’re
going to work hard, and we’re not
going to score the prettiest goals,

but we’re going to score enough to
win,” said Kinzel.
One game in, the Jr. Bills are
already playing at a high level,
demolishing Lutheran South and
then stomping on the ruins with
a 7-1 rout to kick off the Top
Hat Tournament. This kicks off
a long schedule highlighted by
its Christmas Eve eve matchup
against CBC, which will be the

first time the two teams meet
since the Challenge Cup.
Other notable matches will
be Jan. 24 also against CBC, Jan.
10 against DeSmet, and Nov. 11
against Chaminade.
In the more immediate future, the Puckbills will wage icy
war on the Tigers of Oakville tonight. The puck drops at 7 p.m. at
the Webster Groves Ice Rink.

Convocation opens Imagining 18
(continued from page 1)
pertise in Catholic education who
has published several academic
papers on the changing climate
for Catholic schools.
Rick said the two speakers
were selected because they represent the only two precepts that
have been given to the Imagining
18 planners—that SLUH will remain all-male and Jesuit.
Noting that the speakers will
come before any of the visioning
groups convene, Rick said, “You
could say, in the ideal world …
all the visioning about the future
of the school is framed with those
two speeches in mind, so that you
work within the parameters that
those two speeches—I won’t say
dictate, but they do (dictate).”
Rick said he did not have an
estimate for the cost of the Convo-

cation, though he said that it was
“not that much,” partially because
“we’re not asking a $40,000 speaker from the corporate world,” to
speak at the event.
Students will play a supporting role during the Convocation,
staffing much of the event. Seniors
Tom Fields and Noah Weber will
serve as emcees, and other students will provide music and take
photographs.
Rick said they chose to have
students there “so that everyone is
constantly reminded why we are
doing this.” Rick also noted that
he had encouraged students to be
willing to break off from anything
they are doing in order to answer
questions from any of the attendees.
“I hope people leave here
saying: ‘Wow’,” said Rick. “‘Wow’

to what the keynote speakers say,
‘Wow,’ the amazing array of other people here… ‘holy smokes,
its very obvious how serious the
school is taking this given everything that went into this weekend,’ ” said Rick.

Imagining 18
Visioning Groups
21st Century Curriculum
Campus Facilities/Sustainability
Campus Ministry/Jesuit Identity
Counseling Services
Financial Modeling/Faculty Compensation
Global Education

Imagining a new look: the ideas behind the Imagining 18 logo
The circles represent infinity and unity,
according to Vice President of Advancement John
Rick.

“Cura personalis”, or “care for the entire
person,” is a reference to Jesuit commitment
to educating the whole person.

This is the Celtic symbol of the trinity.
Each outward triangle represents a member
of the Holy trinity and as a whole symbolizes
the trinity’s intertwinement. Rick chose it as
a symbol of the school’s religiosity.

The temple, which Rick calls the
“temple of learning,” is of Greek origin, and
represents knowledge and learning.
“Legacy” refers to SLUH’s
200th year, to be celebrated in
2018.

The Imagining 18 logo (left) was conceived by Rick
and designed by Paradigm New Media Group, the
same group in charge of SLUH’s rebranding. There
is no strictly-SLUH symbolism in the logo, which
appears in the top left corner of Imagining 18’s
website.

According to Rick, the three
pillars represent the three ideas stated
by the logo: Leadership, Legacy, and
Cura Personalis.

“Leadership” is a reference to
SLUH’s commitment to building
leaders.
graphic | Sam Fentress

The three steps are “indicative of the
different uses of three (in the logo),” said
Rick.
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Feature
After lifetime competing, Robinsons form varsity soccer triple threat
photo | Jared Buss

Danny Schneller and Will
Smith
BY

SPORTS EDITORS

T

he Robinson brothers have
had to do pretty much everything together their whole lives—
and now for the first time, they
are all on the same varsity sports
team.
Senior triplets Jack, Luke,
and Mark Robinson are all on
St. Louis U. High’s varsity soccer
team. Jack is the team’s starting
goalie, and both Luke and Mark
see considerable playing time as a
forward and a midfielder, respectively.
All three of them have made
significant contributions to the
team’s success this year. Jack has
started in goal for the majority of the team’s games, holding
down the defense with his acrobatic goalkeeping abilities. Luke
has used his speed to put in three
goals for the Jr. Bills. Mark is renowned for his ability to launch
throw-ins, and has already had
six assists from the sidelines this
season. Head soccer coach Charlie Martel is also very grateful for
the speed that Mark brings to his
team.
The three of them are also involved in SLUH off of the soccer
field. All three Robinsons played
freshman and B team baseball.
Luke made the varsity squad last

Senior Luke Robinson, one of three brothers on the varsity soccer team,
plays forward.

year. In addition, Mark and Luke
are both NHS officers. Mark is the
tutoring chair, and Luke is the official secretary.
Growing up, the Robinsons
played all of the same sports together, and all three agree that
they have been extremely competitive with each other from a
very young age. They all have
fond memories of growing up
competing alongside and against
photo | Jared Buss

Senior and triplet Mark Robinson plays midfielder for varsity soccer.

one another.
When asked about the trio’s
history of competing against
one another, Luke immediately
jumped to a memory he had
from CYC basketball that he and
Jack had obviously talked about
many times before. Luke and
Jack were on opposite teams in a
CYC basketball game that went
into double overtime. In the end,
Jack’s team won. Talking about
it this week, Luke looked as if he
remembered the pain of that loss
particularly well.
“That’s the only time we’ve
ever really competed against each
other in a real sport,” said Luke.
“We play one-on-two basketball
though, and I can still win when
I’m the one.”
Mark has his own memories
from the days of grade school
baseball.
“Jack always used to be the
catcher, and it’s kind of funny
now, but he would always go
crazy and start yelling at me,” said
Mark. “He would come out to the
mound and tell me ‘throw the ball
there!’ It’s funny how different
you can play with your brothers
instead of with people you don’t
know very well.”

Jack fondly reminisced about
the summer days when the triplets and their older brother Andrew, ’13, would go up to Oakville
High School to play basketball for
hours or hit in batting cages until
darkness forced them to stop.
All three of the Robinson
brothers agree that their long
history of playing together gives
them a distinct advantage over
the other players on the field.
“It isn’t exactly telepathy, but
since we’ve been playing sports
together for 13 or 14 years, there’s
definitely patterns you can pick
up on,” said Luke. “There’s some
things that don’t need to be said,
you just know they’re going to do
them.”
In addition to their improved
ability to understand each other,
the Robinson brothers have made
each other better athletes because
of the intensely competitive nature of their relationship.
“They’re always trying to
outdo each other,” said Martel. “I
think it’s great, and I’ve really enjoyed watching it over the years,
especially at Ajax. Because they’re
all competing against one another, they just blow the field away.
They’ll all be out in front, and
they’ll make comments to one
another as they’re passing one another, except for Mark. This year
nobody passed Mark. He finished
first by 20 yards every time.”
Although the intense training
and preparation that Luke, Mark,
and Jack put themselves through
is great for their capabilities on
the field, it couldn’t have been
easy for their parents, who have
three other children in addition
to the triplets. The brothers say
that at least one of their parents
has made it to almost every one
of their SLUH games. Considering that they have six children to
balance, this is a pretty impressive
feat.
“When we couldn’t drive, it
had to be a nightmare for them,”
said Luke.
Jack applauded his parents’
dedication to him and his brothers.
“During our sophomore year,

we played on different baseball
teams,” said Jack. “Varsity baseball
and B baseball will be at different
times and one will be at SLUH
and the other will be in Fenton.”
Martel applauded the abilities of the Robinsons’ parents to
raise so many academically and
athletically talented children.
“I would like to spend an evening or maybe just a day at their
house, to see what happens at that
house,” said Martel. “Whatever’s
happening, it’s a great thing. It really must be.”
Now that they are nearing
the end of their time at SLUH, the
Robinsons are looking ahead to
their futures in college. According
to Luke, none of them are looking
at or applying to the same schools
so they will almost definitely be
going their separate ways next
year. This transition is going to
be a pretty radical change for the
Robinson brothers.
“It’s always nice to have two
brothers around who are the
same age with the same interests
that go to the same school and
take the same classes as you,” said
Mark. “It’s always nice that you
never have to be by yourself if you
don’t want to be. We aren’t going
to have separation anxiety or anything, but it’s going to be pretty
weird.”
This change isn’t necessarily
a negative one for the Robinsons.
They seem to be looking forward
to being able to have an identity
outside of each other.
“I think it’ll be a good thing,”
said Jack. “I’ll get to be an individual in college.”
All three of them are, however, hoping to participate in college
level athletics. Luke is looking to
play baseball at a liberal arts college. Mark is hoping to play Division III soccer at one of his top
choice schools. Jack is hoping to
play goalie for a school with top
notch academics. He has narrowed his search down to three or
four schools.

photo courtesy | Jack Robinson

photo | Jared Buss

Senior Jack Robinson plays goalie for SLUH varsity soccer.
The three Robinson triplets at age 6. Can you guess which is which? Answers on page 8.
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XC takes Parkway Invitational, looks to claim MCC title today
BY Michael
REPORTER

Sit

S

t. Louis U. High’s XC bills
summitted to victory last Saturday, Oct. 5, at the Parkway West
Invitational.
The varsity squad dealt with
three tough teams in its race: Lafayette, Rock Bridge, and O’Fallon
Township.
“There were a lot of turns
on this course,” said junior Matt
Thomas. “Coach Porter advised
us to roll the hills and lengthen
our strides, especially on the uphill.”
One of the main strategies
the team tried to employ was accelerating on the turns.
“Coach told us to keep ahead
of Lafayette’s two and three guy,
but we let them get away,” Hogan
said. “We did great with staying
as a tight pack. Our first guy and
our fifth guy were only 26 seconds
apart.”
Overall, the varsity squad
captured fourth place, behind
Rock Bridge, O’Fallon Township,
and Lafayette.
Juniors Matthew Hennessey
(11th) and Shayn Jackson (17th)
earned medals, and senior captain
Tom Rubio kicked in the home
stretch to earn a 19th place medal.
Other medal recipients from
SLUH were sophomore Joe Butler
(24th), senior captain John Esswein (26th), and junior Thomas
Hogan (30th).
The seventh finisher for

SLUH, Jack Sullivan, suffered
stomach issues and slowed down,
but he still completed the race in
under 19 minutes.
As usual, the junior varsity
runners raced themselves to another first place overall finish.
“Our only real competition
was Lafayette, and we had a fantastic race despite the rain,” said
junior Jacob Marty.
Out of the ten SLUH JV
victors, eight of them received
medals. The medal recipients
were junior Garrett Fox (fourth),
freshman Xavier Ludwig (sixth),
junior Jacob Marty (seventh), senior Peter Charles (eighth), senior
captain Jerry Amsler (eleventh),
junior Jack Gallagher (12th),
sophomore Cade Dernlan (24th),
and senior Brendan Keuss (25th).
The sophomore squad fought
its way to third place overall last
Saturday. Notable performances
came from Nolen Doorack (13th),
Peter Genovese (18th), and Ethan
McIntyre (30th).
Like the sophomores, the
freshman squad also yanked a
third place title at the meet. The
freshmen were led by Danny
Meissner (12th), Thomas Leeker
(19th), and William Kelly (24th),
who all received medals for their
effort.
Finally, the rest of the team
pushed its way to the top in the
open race. A torrential downpour prefaced the open race, and
in turn the SLUH runners gained

strength.
Top finishers from SLUH in
the open race included senior Michael Sit and junior Matt Fleming,
who both finished in the top five.
Had the open race been scored,
SLUH would have swept the race
considering 12 out of the top 25
finishers were from SLUH.
The other ten finishers were
junior Peter Volmert (sixth),
senior Peter Mungenast (seventh), senior Anthony Vienhage
(eighth), junior Ryan Blechle
(ninth), junior Thomas Blackwell (tenth), senior Greg Murphy
(13th), junior Nicholas Perryman
(14th), senior captain Alex Peraud (17th), senior Luke Carron
(20th), and senior Patrick Oster
(22nd).
A memorable speech prior to
the open race’s starting gunshot
came from senior Anthony Vienhage.
“There once was a soccer
player at SLUH, but then he was
cut. And that soccer player found
something new, something better.
It was XC,” preached Vienhage
as SLUH’s open racers huddled
around taking a knee.
The combination of the spirited torrential downpour and
Vienhage’s inspiring sermon lit
the fires in SLUH’s open racer’s
hearts.
With the success from the
Parkway West Invitational on the
back burner, the XCBills are ready
to dominate the MCCs tomorrow
in Forest Park.

photo | Bill Lepak

From left to right: juniors Jack Sullivan, Matt Hennessey, and Shayn Jackson run at the Parkway West Invitational.

XC Quote of the Week

“The real purpose of running isn’t to win a race; it’s to test
the limits of the human heart.” - Bill Bowermand

Conversation of the Week
Bates, Lally discuss upcoming Rifle season
Nick Gillan: What new
things have you been doing this
year to promote publicity?
Thomas Lally: We have been
working on a new video that
will hopefully attract new members. We put more work into
our table at the activities fair and
attracted many more people in
comparison to last year.
Matt Bates: We also redesigned the team and club logos
as a part of our plan to build
the team’s brand. We hope to
change the school’s perception of the team and club as isolated. We want to remind the
students that we are still here.
NG: How many students
signed up at the activities fair?
TL: We had around 92 sign
up at the table at the activities
fair. We expect a little less than 60
to show up to the range the first
day and around 15 to actually be
consistent members of the club
that get close to earning their letter.
MB: Six new members, at the
most, will make the team.
NG: Did you have experience before coming to SLUH?
MB: I had absolutely no experience before SLUH. Didn’t
even know the back half of the
sight was a sight. Just thought it
was blocking my way.

TL: I had prior shooting experience but it was nothing like
being on a rifle team. I had been
hunting, but that doesn’t require
nearly as much accuracy.
NG: How did the season finish last year?
TL: Nationals went really
well. One of our top seniors last
year, Matt Rudolf, placed fifth
overall the first day of the threeday competition with a 590 overall. The team did fairly well. We
were one of 12 teams to go the
national competition, and overall we were around the middle
of that group each day, and having two of our seniors out for the
meet, it was quite impressive that
we could pull that off.
MB: We had the bottom seat
in nationals from the state Junior
Olympic Qualifiers and ended
up finishing 23rd, 27th, and 24th
out of 34 teams on each day respectively. It was so bad we didn’t
even think we’d make it for the
first time after making it for 11
straight years. I’d also be bragging
about my counterpart here, Lally.
He shot a 565/600 every day of the
tournament. That is a ridiculously
high score for a sophomore. My
mentor Ian Stroube, Illinois State
Champ ‘12, was shooting that for
most of his junior year.
NG: How do you think the

season will go without any seniors?
MB: There have been previous seasons without any seniors that have gone reasonably
well. We just need to be able to
step up in order to compete with
the better shooters.
TL: We also need to step it
up as leaders. Before this year,
we could always lean on the seniors for guidance, but this year,
we, along with the other varsity
shooters, will be the ones helping
the freshman, picking up the ones
that get the farthest as mentees.
val?

NG: Who is your biggest ri-

MB: Montgomery Bell Academy, I just heard one of their seniors posted a 589/600 as a new
range high score.
TL: Don’t forget about Quincy. They do have a very strong
team.
MB: But honestly, if I wanted
to be corny, it is ourselves, because rifle is a sport where you
have to overcome your own personal limitations to improve and
to win.

er. Like I’m very friendly with a
Highland Club shooter as well as
a few Pekin Central High School
JROTC shooters.
TL: And then at nationals,
we’ll eat with Quincy for dinner,
and it’s just a really cool experience: Not hating the other team,
but instead celebrating with them.

NG: How are inter-team relationships?
MB: There is really no actual
tension regarding teams, no rivalries or anything like that. We’re
all really friendly with each oth-

NG: What do you think Fr.
Hagan would feel about the publicizing you’ve done in the preseason?
TL: Considering that he is
the man who made rifle what it is

The SLUH Rifle Team’s new logo for the 2013-2014 season.

today in SLUH, I think he would
be proud of us.
MB: I’m not sure he’d be happy that we changed his logo. But I
do think he appreciates that we’re
trying to bring Rifle back to being a legitimate part of the school.
No more of one than racquetball,
no less of one than football. Honestly, this year, Lally and I do hope
to honor him by renaming the
range, “The Father Marty Hagan
Memorial Rifle Range.”
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Blocked punt breaks Jr. Bills; 16-14 loss to DeSmet is 4th in MCC play
BY Mar Lonsway
REPORTER

D

espite an impressive outing
by the Jr. Bills’ defense, the
injury-ridden football team fell to
DeSmet Friday night 16-14 after
the Spartans scored a safety on a
late blocked punt.
Now just halfway through
the season, the team has dropped
four consecutive games in the
Metro Catholic Conference.
DeSmet scored first when senior quarterback Scott Sinovich
connected with senior William
Haas for a 33-yard touchdown
pass midway through the first
quarter.
Both teams were forced to
punt the ball many times by the
outstanding defensive work from
both ball clubs.
SLUH tied the game when
senior quarterback Sam Sykora
capped off the second quarter with
a successful drive. After three first
down conversions, Sykora struck
sophomore wide receiver David
Jackson for a 12-yard touchdown.
Junior Jake Cox, who saw
only his second start on varsity,
converted the extra point. He is
now five for five on PAT attempts.
SLUH managed to put up 14
points against DeSmet without
the services of injured star running backs senior Raymond Wingo (high ankle sprain) and junior
Andre Colvin (torn LCL). As a
result, SLUH was forced to rely
heavily on the passing attack.
“I think once we get our run-

photo | Kevin Nordmann

ning game back and established,
we won’t be defeated. We are a
power team this year,” said Colvin.
Colvin is expected to return
to practice in two weeks. Wingo
looks to return by the home game
against Oakville, the last game of
the regular season.		
After halftime, the duo of
Sykora and Jackson connected
once again on a 39-yard touchdown pass. For the third time in
three games, Sykora threw the
longest passing play of the game.
DeSmet’s running game took
a hit late in the third quarter when
senior running back Marcus Jester was taken out of the game after
an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. Without his starting runner,
Sinovich led a shaky drive that
ended with him scurrying ten
yards into the end zone to tie the
score.
This would mark the end of
offensive points scored as both
defenses brutally stopped any effort made by the opposing team.
SLUH’s defense played exceptionally well, allowing just 14 points
against DeSmet’s offense, the fewest so far this season.
“We’re really coming together now,” said senior defensive end
Dan Evans. “We’ve had this talent
that’s been floating around as individuals throughout the year, but
we really feel like the defense is
coming together as a whole now.”
Leading the defense with
tackles, SLUH’s linebackers ju-

Senior Michael Hall gives the thumbs up after a play last Friday against Jesuit rival DeSmet.

nior Bryan Edwards and senior
TJ Daniels boasted a total of 16.
SLUH also forced six turnovers,
its highest total this year. With
three sacks, four fumble recoveries, and two interceptions, SLUH
attacked the Spartan offense
throughout the night.
The fourth quarter brought
heartbreak for SLUH. After failing to convert a first down deep
in their territory, the Jr. Bills were
forced to punt. DeSmet’s rallying
defense penetrated through the
Bills’ offensive line to block the

Swimming improves to 7-1, faces tough
Vianney squad next Monday
photo | Ben Banet

punt. The blocked kick resulted
in a two-point safety to give the
Spartans a 16-14 lead.
“It was a tough mental situation,” said junior offensive tackle
Aaron Kilgore. “We had to be focused on the simple assignment
and we couldn’t pull through. The
only way to go from here is up
and learn from our mistakes.”
Despite the loss, SLUH
proved to themselves that they can
play a dominant game, even with
the injuries that have plagued the
team. Knowing that the defense

can play as well as it did against
DeSmet, this weekend’s matchup
against the Lafayette Lancers
should be a competitive meeting.
Lafayette recently suffered
a major loss with season-ending
injuries to senior twins Kevin and
Devin Hampton, but will still be
competitive against SLUH. The
game will take place under the
lights of the Lafayette football stadium tonight at 7:00 p.m.

Papandreou Speaks
As part of the Maryville University Speaker Series former prime minister of Greece,
George Papandreou, spoke at the Powell Symphony Hall Tuesday night. A group of six seniors in Mr. Bill Brown’s AP American Politics and Government class attended the event.
Brown was able to obtain the tickets for free
from a contact at Maryville University. Papandreou spoke on such topics as the Greek
financial collapse and his role as prime minister leading up to it, the U.S. government shutdown and debt ceiling. Papandreou was the
first speaker in this year’s series of speakers.
The next speaker will be author Bill Bryson.
The seniors who attended the event included
Robert Hayes, Tristan Finazzo, Will Smith,
Josh Keil, Kyle McDonald, and Josh Ritter.

Junior Arthur Larson breaststrokes down the lane at Forest Park last Thursday, Oct. 3rd
BY Patrick Schuler and
Daniel Lally
REPORTERS

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity
swim team had a meet Saturday at Hickman High School in
Columbia, but this one was a little
different. The meet was a triple
dual meet against three Columbia
high schools: Rockbridge, Hickman, and Battle.
“So (the meet) is scored as
three dual meets. In essence, (we)
went 3-0 on Saturday,” said assistant swim coach Kevin Moore.

Counting these three dual
meets, SLUH is now 7-1 overall;
its only loss coming against Parkway West earlier in the season.
The Jr. Bills again missed
multiple seniors because of ACT
testing, but overall the absences
did not hurt the team too much.
“Thirty-four of the 41 swimmers on the team swam, many in
more than one event,” said Moore.
Moore said there were only “a
couple good performances, but in
general, times weren’t great.”
These slower times, however,

did not cause the SwimBills to
lose the meet.
Looking forward on the
schedule, the Jr. Bills will swim
against Vianney next Monday at
Forest Park. Vianney has a strong
team, featuring star sophomore
Nick Alexander.
Alexander will swim the
100-meter butterfly and 100 backstroke against one of SLUH’s top
swimmers, senior captain Luke
Sloan.
The SLUH and Vianney
coaches are hoping that, because

of this matchup, each of the two
swimmers pushes himself extra
hard and even reaches a personal
record for that particular stroke.
Either way, the teams are expecting these two races to be very
exciting.
“In the backstroke, Nick has
a little edge,” said Moore. “But
in the butterfly, Luke has a little
edge. Overall, if they split the two
races, it will not really affect the
score of the overall meet, but it
will hopefully improve their times
for the year.”

As a whole, the Jr. Bills are
looking very good this season.
With a great overall dual meet record, and feeling confident about
their MCC meets coming up, the
team is looking like they are in
great shape in their first season
under new head coach Joe Esposito.
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Photo of the Week

Teen Talent Competition
Returns!

photo | Austin Strifler

Online registration for the St. Louis Teen Talent Competition is now open. Registration will continue until November 22.
Past SLUH competitors include seniors Gabe Newsham, Sam
Krausz, and Kevin Harris. Newsham and Krausz both advanced
to the final competition last year.

Wiffleball starts strong
Yesterday during Activity Period, the newly-formed Wiffleball
Club held its first draft. Upon entering the theater, everyone signed
up on a sheet of paper. One by one, players were randomly selected
for one of the four teams. Seniors Brenden Haselhorst, John Ceriotti,
Peter Salsich, and Justin Lukas are general managers and are in charge
of a teams. Lukas said there were be two other teams for people unable to attend the meeting. Some games will start this fall and play will
start up again in the spring. There will also be a big end of the year
tournament. Lukas said the winning team will get a “big, fat trophy.”

Robinson Photo Answer

Wiffleball general manager Peter Salsich embraces a promising new recruit.

From left to right: Luke, Jack, Mark

Thursday, October 10

Schedule R

Friday, October 18

Thursday, October 24

Schedule R
JV Soccer Suburban Tournament
Junior Ring Orders
STUCO Blood Drive
AP
Fine Arts Filed Trip
Saturday, October 19
University of Alabama—M106
Schedule R
4pm
Bellarmine University—M108
C Soccer @ CBC Tournament (Through Oct. 26)
Butler University—M110
5pm
V Swim @ Lindbergh Invitational
Southern Ill. University-Edwardsville—M114
6pm
10am Cross Country at Borgia Invitational
University of Dayton—M114
7pm
Snack—Bosco Sticks
12pm B Soccer @ DeSmet
4pm
V Swim @ DeSmet
2pm
V Soccer @ DeSmet
Lunch special—Papa John’s Pizza
Sunday, October 20
Vegetarian—Baked Potato
Friday, October 11
CISL Speech Meet
No Classes—Faculty In-Service
Friday, October 25
Schedule R
11pm SLUHlard Market Card Party
4pm
JV Soccer @ Seckman
Blanket
Drive
12pm Keen
Junior Ring Orders
5 pm
B Soccer @ Columbia Rock Bridge
1pm
NACAC College Fair
8:15am Macalester College—M108
5:30pm Varsity Chorus Performance at Imagining 18
3pm
Service Learning Retreat
AP
American University—M108
7pm
V Soccer @ Columbia Rock Bridge
Columbia College—M106
7pm
C Football @ Wentzville Liberty
Monday, October 21
College of Charleston—M112
Schedule R
7:30pm V Football @ Lafayette
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
2nd Quarter Begins
Saturday, October 12
3:45pm Cross Country Clayton Invitational
JV Soccer Suburban Tournament
7pm
V Football vs. Oakville
Scholar Bowl @ Hallsville
AP
Junior Class Meeting
Lunch special—Brunch
Coe
College—Counseling
Center
8am
VChorus at Districts @ DeSmet
Vegetarian—Turkey Burger
Indiana University @ Bloomington—M106
Sunday, October 13
Kansas State University—M112
No events scheduled.
University of Mississippi—M114
Spring Hill College—M108
drawing | Paul Fister
Snack—Curly Fries
Monday, October 14
Exam Schedule 12:50pm Miami University of Ohio—M108
University of Rochester—M110
First Quarter Exams
3pm
Service Learning Retreat
4pm
V Swimming @ Vianney
4:30pm JV Football vs. Mehlville
4:30pm JV Football vs. Lafayette
Lunch special—Meatball Sandwich
6pm
JV Soccer @ CBC
Vegetarian—Cheese Pizza
AP

Latin Club Elections
Illinois Wesleyan University—M106
Babson College—M104
4pm
Cross Country @ the MCC 		
Championship
B Soccer @ Priory
C Soccer @ Seckman
V Soccer @ Priory
Fall Carabet
Lunch Special—Papa John’s
Vegetarian—Cheese Pizza

Tuesday, October 15
First Quarter Exams
5pm
B Soccer @ Vianney
6pm
C Soccer @ CBC Tournament
7pm
V Soccer @ Vianney

Wednesday, October 16
No Classes (Seniors)
8am
PSAT Exam

Thursday, October 17

Exam Schedule

No Classes-Grading Day
7pm
V Football @ Mehlville

Tuesday, October 22

Schedule R
University of Arkansas—M108
DePauw University—M110
Grinnell College—M106
Seton Hall University—M114
Stetson University—M112
Loyola-New Orleans—M116
Snack—Chicken Giggles
4pm
C Soccer vs. MICDS
5:30pm Varsity Chorus Performance
6pm
V Soccer vs. MICDS
Lunch—Hand-breaded Chicken Strips
Exam Schedule
Vegetarian—Penne Pasta

First Quarter Exams
STUCO Fall Fest after 2nd Exam
1pm
Fordham University—See Mrs. Lowry in the 		
counseling center
4pm
JV Soccer @ Vianney
B Soccer vs. O’Fallon
4:30pm C Football @ Lafayette
6pm
V Soccer vs. O’Fallon
C Soccer @ CBC Tournament
6pm
SLUH Night

AP

Wednesday, October 23

Schedule R
C Soccer @ CBC Tournament
AP
University of Colorado-Boulder—M106
Ohio State University—M108
Purdue University—M110
Trinity University—M112
Tulane University—M114
Snack—Mini Tacos
5:30pm C Football @ CBC
Lunch special—Chinese Food Bar
Vegetarian—Fried Rice

